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The Quantum Gravity problem…




Why we need it?


Philosophy of unification QM-GR (reductionism in physics)



Lack of predictions by current theories (e.g. GR singularities
and time machines)

To eventually understand QG, we will need to


observe phenomena that depend on QG



extract reliable predictions from candidate theories & compare
with observations

Old “dogma” we cannot access any quantum gravity effect…

Possible QG Phenomena?
Motivated by tentative theories, partial calculations, potential
symmetry violation, hunches, philosophy…
 Primordial gravitons from the vacuum
 Loss of quantum coherence or state collapse
 QG imprint on initial cosmological perturbations
 Extra dimensions and low-scale QG : Mp2=Rn Mp(4+n)n+2


dev. from Newton’s law



collider black holes

 Violation of global internal symmetries
 Violation of spacetime symmetries

Lorentz violation as the
first evidence of QG?
LI linked to scale-free spacetime: unbounded boosts expose ultra-short distances…

Suggestions for Lorentz violation come from:


need to cut off UV divergences of QFT & BH entropy



tentative calculations in various QG scenarios, e.g.


semiclassical spin-network calculations in Loop QG (caveat: not

solutions of the Hamiltonian constraints)





string theory tensor VEVs



spacetime foam



non-commutative geometry



some brane-world backgrounds

possibly missing GZK cutoff on UHE cosmic rays

QG phenomenology
via modified dispersion relations
Missing a definite prediction from QG one approach can be to consider
dispersion relations of the kind

E 2 = p 2 + m 2 + Δ( p, M, µ)

µ = some particle mass scale

M = 1019 GeV ≈ M Planck

We presume that any Lorentz violation is associated with quantum gravity
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A large amount of both theoretical and experimental work has been carried out in the case

n≤2 which includes the “standard model extension proposal” and models like those proposed
€
in VSL and by Coleman-Glashow. Compared to “Planck-suppressed” expectation (with
µ=relevant mass scale for observation/experiment) these terms are severely constrained.

So is it n=3 the next relevant order?

Observability of O(E/MP)
Lorentz violations
Lab experiments:
 Time-dependence of spin resonance frequencies

Astrophysical observations:


Accumulation over long travel times: dispersion & birefringence

Purely kinematical effects (presume only modified dispersion relation
and standard definition of group velocity).
 Anomalous threshold reactions or threshold shift in standard ones

Need assumptions on energy/momentum conservation and dynamics.
 Reactions affected by “speeds limits” (e.g. synchrotron radiation)

Need assumption of effective quantum field theory

Constraining n=3
Lorentz violations in the QED sector
Times of flight
First idea:

Just constrain the photon LIV coefficient ξ by using the fact that different colors will
travel at different speeds. On long distances one expects different time of flight
corresponding to different speed of propagations. Then

Threshold reactions
Key point: the effect of the non LI dispersion relations can be important at
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Corrections start to be relevant when the last term
energies well below the fundamental scale
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is of the same order as the second.
If η is order unity, then
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Threshold reactions
n

pcrit for νe

pcrit for e-

pcrit for p+
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p ≈ mν~1 eV

p≈me=0.5 MeV

p≈me=0.938
GeV
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~1 GeV

~10 TeV

~1 PeV

4

~100 TeV

~100 PeV

~3 EeV



η constraint ∝

New threshold reactions


Vacuum Cherenkov: e-→e-+γ
 Moreover now possible Cherenkov with emission of an hard photon



Gamma decay: γ→e++e-

These reactions are almost instantaneous (interaction with zero point modes)
If allowed the particle won’t propagate.


Anomalous thresholds (modification of standard threshold reactions)
Shift of lower thresholds (Coleman-Glashow, …)
 Emergence of upper thresholds (Klusniak, JLM)
 Asymmetric pair production (JLM)
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The synchrotron radiation
LI synchrotron critical frequency:

γ = (1− v 2 )−1/ 2

ω

LI
c

3 eBγ 2
=
2 m

e - electron charge, m - electron mass
B - magnetic field

−1/ 2
 m2

Naively, corrections
E
≈  2 − 2η

important when :
€MQG 
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E ≈3

m 2 MQG
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If synchrotron source electrons have E>10 TeV, sensitive to LV!
To get a real constraint one needs a detailed re-derivation of the

€

synchrotron effect with LIV. One needs to presume that EQFT holds.

3 eB 3
ω
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γ
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This leads to a modified formula for the peak frequency:
2 E

The key point is that for negative η, γ is now a bounded
function of E! There is now a maximum achievable
synchrotron frequency ωmax for ALL electrons!
So one gets a constraints from asking ωmax≥ (ωmax)observed

€

ω max = 10(−η)−1/ 3 TeV
€

Stronger constraint for smaller B/ωobserved

Best case is Crab nebula...

The Crab nebula:
a key object for QG phenomenology
The Crab Nebula
A supernova remnant SNR at about 2Kpc.
Appeared on 4 July 1054 A.D.
Optical

Radio

X-ray

Observations from Crab


Gamma rays up to 50 TeV reach us from Crab: no photon

annihilation up to 50 TeV.


By energy conservation during the IC process we can infer that

electrons of at least 50 TeV propagate in the nebula: no vacuum
Cherenkov up to 50 TeV


The synchrotron emission extends up to 100 MeV

(corresponding to ~1500 teV electrons if LI is preserved):

LIV for electrons (with negative η) should allow an Emax≤100 MeV.
B at most 0.6 mG

Constraints from Crab

No photon annihilation up to 50 TeV
No vacuum Cherenkov up to 50 TeV
Synchrotron photons up to 100 MeV

Theoretical Frameworks for LV
Real LIV with a preferred frame

Apparent LIV with an extended SR
(i.e. preferred frame or possibly a relativity
with two invariant scales, c and lp)

(work in progress)
Stochastic spacetime foam?

EFT?
Renormalizable, or higher

Analogy with condensed
matter systems
(work in progress)

dimension operators?

EFT, all dimension ops (non-renorm.),
rotation inv., non-universal
(work in progress)

Dispersion relations from EFT
The constraints just shown were obtained by making use of simple dispersion
relations considered on a purely phenomenological basis.

Are this the more general obtainable within a EFT framework? No
Let’s consider all the Lorentz-violating dimension 5 terms (n=3 LIV in dispersion
relation) that are quadratic in fields, gauge & rotation invariant, not reducible to
lower order terms (Myers-Pospelov, 2003). For E»m

All violate CPT
photon helicities have
opposite LIV coefficients

Moreover electron and positron have inverted and
opposite positive and negatives helicities LIV

Positive Helicity

Negative helicity

Electron

ηR

ηL

Positron

-ηL

- ηR

coefficients.

Electron spin resonance in a
Penning trap yields

| ηL −ηR | ≤ 4

electron helicities have independent LIV
coefficients

Improved constraints using EFT
The allowed region is defined above and below by the birefringence bound
O(10-14), on the left by the synchrotron bound O(10-7), and on the right by
the Cherenkov bound O(10-2).
(to appear in PRL)

The synchrotron and Cherenkov

constraints are known to apply only for at
least one ηR,L

Prior photon decay and absorption

constraints are shown in dashed lines since
they do not account for the EFT relations
between the LV parameters.
Still the role of positrons needs to be
investigated. It is possible that a stronger
bound on |ηR-ηL| could be obtained

(work in progress)

An alternative path:
condensed matter analogues
Dispersion relations of the sort studied above do appear when considering the
propagation of perturbations (quasi-particles) in condensed matter systems.

E.g. Bose-Einstein condensates
Initially a non-relativistic, nonlinear Schroedinger equation, the
Gross-Pitaeskii equation
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This equation can be given
€an hydrodynamic form by
introducing the so called Madelung representation
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Perturbations on a flow
=
fields on a curved background
Linear perturbations

n = n 0 + εn1 + O(ε 2 )

θ = θ 0 + εθ1 + O(ε 2 )

If VQ can be neglected (long wavelength approximation)
we obtained the so called acoustic metric

Δθ1 ≡

1
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−g
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However at high frequency using an eikonal
€ approximation
the underlying non-relativistic structure emerges

θ1 ( t,x ) = Re{Αθ exp(−iφ )}
n1 ( t,x ) = Re{Α n exp(−iφ )}
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K = 2π /(πξ )

ξ=(4πn0a)-1/2=h/mc
This is called the “healing length” of the condensate
Analog to Planck scale in Quantum Gravity

Investigations with Analogue Gravity
Analogue models so far mimic QFT in
curved spacetimes (no Einstein equations).
We can use the in several ways
1.

Experimental (lab) tests of semiclassical gravity predictions: e.g. Hawking
radiation or cosmological particle creation
2. Theoretical insight about possible consequences of high energy Lorentz
violations and other manifestations of quantum gravity. Especially for the
above phenomena (especially important for signatures of LIV in primordial
spectrum of perturbations from Inflation
3. Theoretical insight for understanding condensed matter phenomena (e.g.
bosenova or sonoluminescence)
4. Stimulate ideas about gravity as emergent physics and the possible nature of
quantum gravity

All of this is work in progress

The future?
Main lines of attack:
1.

Further investigation of constraints within the EFT framework: try to improve
bound on |ηR-ηL|, consider next order n=4, consider new reactions e.g.
neutrino astrophysics.

2.
3.

Consider alternative framework of Special Relativity with two fundamental
scales. Is it possible? What is the interpretation?

Further investigate condensed matter analogues: get ideas about physics with

a preferred frame and the possible manifestations of it in cosmological
observations.
4.

keep searching….

Crucial experiments


GZK (Auger observatory)



Better measures of energy, timing, polarization from distant γ-ray sources

(GLAST?, SWIFT?, VERITAS?)


High energy neutrinos: Ice Cube, Amanda.

Standard Model Extension
(Colladay & Kostelecky, 1997)

Add to the Standard Model Lagrangian all possible
Lorentz-violating terms that preserve field content,
gauge symmetry, and renormalizability.

E.g., leading order terms in the QED sector:

If rotationally invariant:

